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ABSTRACT

This study proposes a model towards to formation of participation mechanism for urban interventions realized in Turkey by considering increasing consciousness of the community, actively used social network platforms, petitions against top-down urban interventions and developments of information
technologies towards to public participation. There are some failures have
been occurred in traditional participation methods so this model is based on
Information and Communication Technologies. This model aims to enable
users to participate actively in every phase of the process. It enables two
direction information sharing between authorities and citizens, collect information from citizens, transform them via information data visualization tools
and show them as some visual elements such as infographics, dashboards,
tables, charts etc. Proposed model also allows users to express their opinion
about the project and enable them to make their individual or public decisions. This paper shows main components and framework of the model.
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INTRODUCTION

Architectural design and urban design projects were generally realized by
considering only physical values with the top-down approach in the first half
of the century. Users who are the main actors of the process couldn’t involve in decision making and design phases of the projects. On the other
hand, there were new events and developments were taken place in terms
of theoretical and practical context in relation to social and political actions
in the 1960s. Some architects and planners like John Habraken, Christopher
Alexander, Lucien Kroll ve Henry Sanoff wanted to find new ways because
they claimed that design approach of the era couldn’t find a solution to the
problems of architectural and urban issues and it didn’t respond to needs and
desires of users.
Community consciousness in the 1960s led to increase sense of social
responsibility and triggered public to involve to their physical environment so
these situations caused a new movement. After this movement, Community
Design Centers (CDCs) were established in United States and United Kingdom. These organizations were established in order to offer planning and
design services to enable the poor to define and implement their goals. Government financial aid programs encouraged and supported the public participation in community improvement programs. Many designers and planners
adopted Paul Davidoff’s advocacy model of interventions. They rejected traditional practice, advocated for the right of poors and developed participatory
methods (Sanoff, 2006).
There were two main approaches prevailed in the 1970s. While one group
tried to develop methods by setting up a neighborhood office and carrying
out workshops and consultation meetings, the other people focus on both
design and construction process and they realized some activities by using
“self-build” method (Awan et al., 2013). Although the number of CDCs increased 80 in America, the activities of these centers weren’t successful because these activities are mainly carried out by inexperienced young people
who mainly focused on process instead of product and funds of federal social
programs were cut down. On the other hand, some experienced architect
such as Ralph Erskine, Lucien Kroll, Giancarlo diCarlo could implement successful projects in the same years. In the 1980s and 1990s, CDCs transferred
to professional sector (Comeiro, 1987). After that, new movements occurred
such as New Urbanism which enabled to middle and upper-income groups
the right of choice by making some activities such as information meetings.
Public participation lives its pragmatic age at that time so some practices of
this time defined as “pseudo-participation” (Toker and Toker, 2006).
Some changes have been taken place about participation because of
some developments such as the spread of the internet all around the world
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and developing technologies. The Internet has changed living, working and
social habits and citizens have become individuals of “Network Society” (Castells, 2011). Public participation implementations through the use of Information and Communication Technologies have become prevalent in this era.
Moreover, there are some concepts and systems have been developed for
public participation so far. Some of these concepts and systems, their definitions and examples are shown in the below (Table 1).

Table 1: Concepts and systems based
on Information and Communication
Technologies.

While these technologies have been used especially in developed countries, there are fewer tools or applications have been used in undeveloped
or developing countries like Turkey. Thus, this study aims to propose a new
model towards to formation of participation mechanism which is based on Information and Communication Technologies for urban interventions in Turkey.
Urban transformation is selected as an urban intervention type because many
urban transformation projects are planned to realize in near future. Current
urban transformation situation in Turkey is examined in terms of political and
social aspect in the following part.
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URBAN TRANSFORMATION PROCESS IN TURKEY

Turkey is one of the most important countries in terms of historical and cultural values. It hosted important civilizations in different eras throughout history.
Turkey is located on three main fault line so it is a risky country in terms of
earthquake. Moreover, the population of Turkey increases day by day and
there are many unplanned areas located in the cities of the country. There are
many urban interventions have been realized in order to solve these problems
especially in last years. Urban transformation is the one of the most prevalent intervention type. According to Minister of Environment and Urbanisation
(2017), %71 percent of the Anatolian part of country is under earthquake risk
and there is 7,5 million housing unit are not strong against to earthquake so
a great majority of these buildings must be pulled down and rebuilt in next 15
years (Url-1). 187 risky areas, which covers 11.971 hectare and where nearly
1,8 million people live, have been announced as risky areas so far and these
numbers increase day by day (Url-2).
Although there were some practices were realized since the beginning of
the 2000s to transform these areas, this process gain speed with the “Law
no. 6306 on Transformation of Areas under Disaster Risk” which was enacted
in 2012. According to this law, there are three main steps are considered in
this process:
1. Determination of risky areas
2. Evacuation of building & Pulling down building
3.Construction.

Figure 1: Current process of urban
transformation projects.
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When this law and its implementations are examined, the transformation process takes place as shown in below (Figure 1).
There are not any participatory or flexible approach for users in this transformation process except for deciding whether residents’ parcels integrated
or separated after the evacuation and pulling down of buildings and making a
deal with contracting firms. There is need for developing alternative strategies
which include public participation. Thus, this study proposes a new model
towards to formation of participation mechanism for urban transformation
process by considering the problems of process, increasing consciousness
of community, actively used social network platforms, petitions against topdown urban interventions and developments of information and communication technologies. This model proposes an urban transformation process
which includes actively citizen involvement to decision making, design and
implementation phases. This model enables users to get information about
urban transformation areas from official units, to collect data (needs, suggestions, desires, feedbacks) from users about the current situation of the area,
to visualize these informations and share them with all actors.

ICT BASED PARTICIPATORY MODEL FOR TURKEY

There are some actions need to be realized in order to create a participatory
process for urban transformation areas in Turkey. These actions are stated
below:
• Self-organization for participation before announcement of risky areas,
• Raise the awareness of public towards to formation of informing, interaction and participation phases in self-organization,
• There is need of intervention at urban design scale instead of building
scale interventions,
• Decision-making right of users towards to features and design characteristics of public spaces,
• Accountability and transparency in production and post-production
phases.
Current urban transformation approach ignores the participation of users in
the phase of preparing 1/5000 Scale Master Plans and 1/1000 Scale Implementary Development Plan. These phases are realized by only officials who
are entitled by administrations so there is one direction information flow from
administration to citizen and top-down decision making approach take place
in this process. However, there is need of user participation especially for
preparing upper scale plans and deciding the features and design character319

istics of these areas. Thus, some steps providing user involvement should be
added to the current urban transformation process. The first step is the collection of data from users about problems, suggestions and desires towards
to current situation of the area, visualize and share them with all actors. This
step should be added between the announcement of risky area step and
preparation of 1/5000 scale plan step.
The second step is the collection of suggestion and demands (requested functions, qualitative characteristics and design criterias etc.) from users.
This step is aimed to get design input for administration before the preparation of 1/1000 Scale Implementary Development Plan. The third step is the
collection of suggestions and feedbacks from users about proposed project
alternatives. This step is planned to take place after the preparation of 1/1000
Scale Implementary Development Plan. Required revisions are made by con-

Figure 2: Current Transformation Process
vs. Suggested Transformation Process.
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sidering the suggestions and feedback of users in this phase. It is aimed that
related administration and construction firms give informations about every
work package to users in order to provide accountability and transparency in
production and post-production phases (Figure 2).
Actors who play an active role in the process, actions which are realized, type
of data and type of technologies and tools used in suggested transformation
process are stated below (Table 2).

Table 2: Main components of the proposed
model.

This model is planned to base on Information and Communication Technologies because of recent technologic developments in the area and some
failures of traditional participation methods. A lot of research project have
been carried out in recent years about this subject. Smarticipate (www.
smarticipate.eu), UrbanData2Decide (www.urbandata2decide.eu), C3PO
(c3poprojectblog.wordpress.com) are some research projects which based
on Information and Communication Technologies and they mainly aim to cre321

ate collaborative design and decision making process for urban issues. These
projects are carried out by consortiums which include ICT firms, Universities,
research institutes from different countries and they are funded mainly by the
European Union. While these projects are mainly carried out in developed European countries, there are not any comprehensive research project carried
out for urban issues in Turkey. This study is believed to have singularities because it focuses on creating a public participation for urban transformation areas in Turkey and it enables users to involve in both urban planning and urban
design scale interventions. Moreover, this model includes different steps from
the beginning of transformation process to post-production phase. Thus,
proposed model has many participation levels such as informing, reporting,
two-way communication/interaction, consultation and decision making so
that users can participate in every level of the process. Different technologies
and tools, which are Web 2.0, Geoweb 2.0, Social Media, Mobile & Web
applications, Public Participation Geographic Information Systems etc., are
planned to use in this model (Table 3).

Table 3: Actions, participation levels and
technology/tools of the proposed model.
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After the determination of main components of the model, the integration of
these components is very important. This model composed of three main
actions which are data collection, data visualization and decision making.
It is planned to organize information flows amongst these actions by using
information and communication technologies. As mentioned above, data is
collected from users via different tools which are social media, Geoweb 2.0
applications and mobile&web applications. Additionally, the official data about
users and area is planned to get from geographic information systems of
administrations so it is required to collaborate with them.
Moreover, it is aimed to collect survey results, analyses and suggestions of
professionals about transformation areas. These informations are processed
and visualized by IT experts as more comprehensible format such as charts,
infographics, diagrams and tables so that citizens can understand easily. 2D
Scenario and 3D Simulation services, online discussion platforms and the
other technologies are planned to use so that users can vote proposed alternatives, give suggestions and feedbacks and discuss interactively in decision-making phase which is the most important component of this model. All

Figure 3: A schematic framework of the
proposed model.
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of these informations are stored in data repository and transferred to mobile
and web applications. All actors, who take an active role in this process, can
access the system via different interfaces which are designed by considering
capabilities and responsibilities of them. The schematic framework of the proposed model is shown in below (Figure 3).

CONCLUSION

Urban interventions have been realized by only considering physical values
since the beginning of the 20th century. Although residents are the main actors of the city, they haven’t any right to participate in any phase so they have
only right to use these areas like any other object. When the urban intervention process in Turkey is examined, the same situation is observed. Nearly 7,5
million housing units will be planned to rebuild in next 15 years because of
some reasons such as earthquake hazard. Thus, there is a need for creating
a participatory process for these areas.
This study proposes a model which based on information and communication technologies in order to enable users to participate actively in every
level of the urban transformation process. The model doesn’t ignore current
urban transformation process and it adds some steps to the current process.
This model consists of three main actions which are data collection, data visualization and decision making. Different actors have different responsibilities
according to their capabilities. If the main components of the model and suitable atmosphere are provided, it is possible to create a participatory process
for these areas. This model needs to be tested in the pilot study and it may
be revised according to research findings. Then, it should be developed as
a mobile application or web application in the future and used for the areas
which are under disaster risk in Turkey.
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